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3101 The ancient demon descends 

“What’s going on? Didn’t the spider agree to reconcile?” 

The reborn ghost king was stunned, his face filled with shock and confusion. 

“There’s someone who wishes for the world to be in chaos!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s Black eyes were like a Falcon’s, locking onto the blue figure that was falling from the sky. 

Soon, the figure landed on the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s head. 

It was a very seductive young woman with an oval face, Phoenix eyes, and snow-white and delicate skin. 

She was wearing a blue shirt with cloud patterns that exposed her midriff. Her flat stomach and cute 

belly button, as well as her wicker-like waist, were all exposed. 

She was wearing a translucent blue chiffon dress, and her two long legs were faintly visible. She was 

even more attractive than if she was not wearing anything. 

If it was an ordinary man, his eyes would have been hooked by this seductive woman on the spot and his 

mind would be confused. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was so strong that he was not affected at all. He did not let down 

his guard at all. 

[ ding! Reincarnated ancient demon Blue spider discovered! ] 

[ dingluo blue spider: sixth brother of the seven Spider demons in the silk cave, once used the beauty 

trap to capture Zhu Bajie alive, and then captured Tang Sanzang alive! ] His cultivation wasn’t weak, and 

he was extremely scheming! 

[ cause of death: killed by Sun Wukong with the Ruyi Jingu staff! ] 

“It’s a Spider demon!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally had an answer. “It looks like the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s mind has already 

been controlled. The reconciliation just now has completely lost its meaning!” 

“Chen Zhufeng! I really didn’t expect you to actually appear here!” The blue spider smiled charmingly, 

her bright eyes like ripples of water. 

“Looking at you, you should be working for the clan of enlightenment!” Chen Xiaobei was even more 

alert now. He quickly brought the reborn ghost king and Xiao ‘er to a safe distance. 

“No, no, no, my contract master is a demon.” The blue spider was very straightforward, as if everything 

was under its control. 

demon race!? 
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I’m not! Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. I’ve had a few good relationships with lady Nuwa! But from 

the looks of it, you’re my enemy and not my friend!” 

The blue spider laughed and said,”mother Nuwa may be a demonic Saint!” But who can guarantee that 

she will not fall in this calamity?” 

“Mother Nuwa will perish? This is impossible!” 

“The heavenly path Saints are immortal!” Chen Xiaobei said. He’s the only existence that can pass 

through the immeasurable catastrophe safely with a hundred percent certainty!” 

The blue spider smiled. the world is unpredictable. Before things reach that stage, no one will know if 

it’s possible or not! 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “From your words, it seems that your master of the contract already has the 

ambition to replace mother Nuwa! And you, you want to kill me to get a bargaining chip for your master, 

right?” 

“That’s Chen Zhufeng! I’ve long heard that you can fool true immortals. Seeing you today, you’re really 

smart!” 

“You have the chaos sword embryo, the great void crack, the demonic Dragon tribulation, the twelve-

winged Golden Cicada, and the chaos Green Lotus seed,” the blue spider said confidently. Besides, 

you’re Luoyi, Taiyi, and Emperor river’s contracted master!” 

“As long as I can kill you! The master of my contract will be able to obtain a large number of extremely 

valuable chips! Moreover, I can claim credit from the heavenly Lord Yuanshi and receive an extremely 

generous reward!” 

“The point is that it can cut off the good relationship between you and nüwa and get rid of nüwa’s 

external forces in advance! This battle could be said to be killing three birds with one stone!” 

The blue spider had made up its mind to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

Furthermore, she was 100% confident that she would win this battle. That was why she did not hide 

anything from Chen Xiaobei. 

“You’re so sure that you can kill me?” Chen Xiaobei looked at the blue spider coldly, his fighting spirit 

rising. 

heh, if we were anywhere else, I wouldn’t have the ability to kill you! 

The blue spider smiled,”what a pity, you’re now in my home ground!” There were thirty million golden 

armored mysterious spiders here, unless you had a three-star heaven immortal artifact! Otherwise, I 

definitely won’t be able to break through the divine silk heaven shrouding battle formation!” 

“I don’t understand one thing!” “What are you doing here?” Chen Xiaobei asked. Could it be that you 

already knew I would come?” 

Obviously, this was a very important question! 



Chen Xiaobei had to make sure that the enemy had met him by chance, or that they were secretly 

plotting Chen Xiaobei’s whereabouts. 

There was a fundamental difference between the two. 

If it was a coincidence, then it was nothing. At most, he was just a little unlucky. 

But if the enemy had managed to track him down, it would mean that Chen Xiaobei’s every move would 

be under their control. His next move would be filled with deadly danger! 

“I didn’t know you would come.” 

The blue spider laughed,”I’m only here on the orders of the master of the contract to find an ancient 

immortal inheritance.” Unfortunately, I couldn’t find it, so I lived nearby. I didn’t expect that you would 

actually deliver yourself to me! I guess I’m just waiting for an opportunity?” 

Chen Xiaobei breathed a sigh of relief. At least he had not been tricked. The operation could still 

continue. 

“Wait for a rabbit?” 

“I’m the stupid rabbit that killed itself in your eyes?” Chen raised his eyebrows. 

“That’s right!” 

The blue spider was extremely confident,”I’ve already seen the battle with my own eyes!” The two 

demons under your command can’t even break through the ordinary profound Spider Golden Web! 

Although you have the Dragon’s edge, you don’t have enough spiritual Qi! You’ll die if you bump into 

me! You’re no different from that silly rabbit!” 

Without a doubt, the blue spider was very smart and very scheming. 

When the battle had just started, she had been hiding in the dark to observe. 

But before she had full confidence, she couldn’t bear it. It was only after she had calculated that she 

would definitely win this battle that she made her appearance. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s fight!” Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and said, ” “Rebirth, back down! Go and 

protect Subhuti!” 

 ” bro bei … I’m afraid you can’t do it alone … the ghost king was worried. 

“Back down!” Chen Xiaobei was very domineering and unquestionable. 

The reborn ghost king did not dare to disobey. He could only fly back to Luo puti’s side to protect her 

with Zi Yuan. 

At the same time, Xiao ‘er was also forced back into the myriad Beast Ring. 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one who was facing the enemy alone! 

“That’s Chen Zhufeng! He was too manly! I’m starting to like you!” 



The blue spider’s eyes flickered, and it laughed debauchedly: “How about this? as long as you give up all 

your treasures, you can cancel the primordial spirit contract with Luo Yi, Tai Yi, and Emperor Jiang! I’ll 

keep you as my male pet and make sure you don’t die!” 

“You’re taking me in as your male pet?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold, and he said, ” “If you can survive this battle, I might take you in as a slave 

and grant you the right to carry my shoes!” 
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 “Chen Zhufeng! You’re too arrogant! There was no chance of winning! You actually dare to provoke me! 

Do you really not know how to spell the word “death”?” 

The charming smile on the blue spider’s face disappeared in an instant, and in its place was an extremely 

fierce and ruthless expression. 

She was a Spider demon from the cave of coiled silk! He almost ate Tang Sanzang back then! 

One could only imagine how vicious she was! 

When she was at a disadvantage, she might lower her head and admit defeat. 

But now, she thought that she had the upper hand. How could she stand Chen Xiaobei’s provocation? 

His evil side was revealed. He would not let Chen Xiaobei go. 

“Ding Ling Ling …” 

The blue spider raised its hand and shook a string of copper bells! 

It was a peak-level earth-god instrument. With the help of the blue spider’s vital essence, it kept making 

strange sounds. 

Ordinary people would not have any reaction to this Bell, but insects, especially spiders, had almost no 

resistance to this Bell. They would be controlled in an instant and become the blue spider’s puppets. 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

Sure enough, the Golden armored Spider Emperor had already fallen into a sluggish state, its eyes 

completely listless, but its whole body circulated its true Qi to the extreme, and put on a fighting 

posture! 

kakakaka … Kakakaka … 

At the same time, the gold armored mysterious Spider Army around them became restless again. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Your death is here!” 

charge! the blue spider growled. The Golden armored Spider Emperor and all the Golden armored 

mystique spiders charged at Chen Xiaobei like tanks. 

As far as the eye could see, it was as if an ocean made of gold was surging toward a tiny ant. 
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It was clear that the blue spider’s confidence was not without reason! 

First of all, there were 30 million of them, and all of them were at least of the nascent Soul Stage. If Chen 

Xiaobei did not use the demonic Dragon’s edge, he would definitely die. 

Secondly, the Golden armored Spider Emperor and the Golden armored mysterious Spider could form 

the divine silk skyscraping battle formation. Even if Chen Xiaobei used the demonic Dragon’s edge, he 

would not be able to penetrate their defense. 

More importantly, the Dragon’s edge only had 60 billion superior-grade spiritual stones worth of 

spiritual Qi. It would be depleted very soon, and by then, Chen Xiaobei would still be dead. 

It was because of this that the blue spider was confident enough to stand up and take Chen Xiaobei’s 

life. 

“Ta! Peak! Feng!” 

Chen Xiaobei knew his opponent’s advantage. He could not use the Dragon’s edge before he was 

confident that he could win. Otherwise, it would be a waste of his spiritual Qi. 

With a deafening battle cry, Chen Xiaobei’s body suddenly burst out with a bright purple-gold spiritual 

light! 

Sharp purple-gold dragon scales grew on every part of his body, including his head, limbs, and body! 

It was as if he was wearing a set of dragon scale armor cast from purple gold. Every movement he made 

exuded a powerful and violent pressure! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: mid-nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: [ year 144250, physique: 333.3 

billion, combat power: 333.3 billion, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

His lifespan had been reduced by 60000 years! 

But in return, Chen Xiaobei was able to reach the peak of earth God in an instant! 

“It’s this move again?” 

The blue spider laughed disdainfully,”if I didn’t know, I might have been caught off guard by you!” 

However, I’ve already seen the live broadcast of your one-on-one battle with the Tenshou! I know the 

effect of this move like the back of my hand!” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The Golden-armored Spider Emperor had already sensed the change in the blue spider’s mind. It 

immediately shot its Golden Spider silk at Chen Xiaobei! 

This golden armored Spider Emperor’s cultivation was also at the peak tribulation passing stage. 

The spider silk it shot out was much harder than the small spiders, and with the help of peak true 

essence, its power and speed were much stronger. 

If it were to attack with its primordial spirit, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to break through its spider 

silk even if he used all his strength! 



“Whoosh …” 

In the blink of an eye, a golden cobweb was already coming for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Shatter the mountains and rivers!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the second transformation of the witch Dragon nine transformation, increasing 

his combat power by one level. 

At the same time, the primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual boosted his combat 

strength to the second level. The ten thousand beast astral battle technique boosted his combat power 

to the third level. The four symbols killing Xuan formation boosted his combat strength to the fourth 

level. 

“Swish!” 

The moment he swung his blade, the black Thunder of Nirvana was activated, weakening the first layer 

of quintessential essence on the golden spider web and the first layer of essence spirit attack. 

The extremely sharp Dragon’s edge, with four layers of his own strength, and one layer of the enemy’s 

strength weakening! 

It was no exaggeration to say that this strike was the most powerful one under the heaven immortal 

realm! 

“Clang!!!” 

However! The edge of the blade quickly cut through the golden spider web, but it only offset the impact 

of the spider web. It couldn’t cut through the spider web, and it didn’t even leave a trace! 

“Whoosh …” 

The spider web did not fly away after the impact was reduced. Instead, it stuck to the Dragon’s edge and 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Although the spider web was stuck to his body and would not cause any harm, it was still very difficult 

for him. However, it created a lot of resistance for Chen Xiaobei and the Dragon’s edge. The next time 

he swung his sword, it would be weaker and slower. 

“Chen Zhufeng! The truth was right in front of their eyes! If you can’t break the profound gold spider 

silk, I can stand in an undefeatable position! There’s no suspense in this battle. Do you still want to make 

a pointless struggle?” 

The blue spider proudly raised its chin, a victorious smile on its face. 

“These Spider threads aren’t celestial immortal items! The truly powerful attack is the primordial spirit 

attack of the Golden armored mysterious Spider!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very calm. He was not in a hurry to remove the spider web from his body. Instead, he 

twisted it with his hands, observed it with his eyes, and analyzed it with his mind.”As long as I can find a 

way to counter this primordial spirit attack, I still have a chance of winning!” 



“Stop daydreaming!” 

The blue spider sneered disdainfully. the Golden armored mysterious Spider is a prehistoric species. 

Although the spiritual energy here is thin, causing their cultivation and talent to deteriorate with each 

generation, it’s still a rare species. However, a starving camel is still bigger than a horse. If we want to 

deal with them, we need at least a three-star heaven immortal!” 

As soon as he said this, Zi Yuan and the rebirth ghost king, who were standing in the distance, both 

revealed a look of despair. 

The situation was already one-sided, and the blue spider’s words were like a death sentence for Chen 

Xiaobei. 

However, Zi Yuan and the reborn ghost king had already been defeated and could not help Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Was bro bei really going to die in the hands of these spiders? 

Zi Yuan and the rebirth ghost King’s hearts were already completely clenched, and even their 

dharmakayas began to tremble. 

“Bro bei! Maybe I have a way!” 

However, at this moment, the dark Dragon Soul, which had already become a demon, said, ” “The best 

way to counter the primordial spirit attack of the gold armored mysterious spiders is to exhaust their 

psyche!” 

“How can I not understand this logic?” 

but the problem is that there are so many of them! Before I can even exhaust their mental power, my 

own power and trump cards will be exhausted! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Bro bei! Don’t worry!” 

The dark Dragon Soul smiled confidently,”actually, you already have a super trump card in your hands!” 

It’s just that you’re not clear about it!” 
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3103 Life and death ten times 

I have a super trump card in my hands? ” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were filled with confusion. How could he not know that he had a trump card? 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

At the same time, the blue spider did not plan to give Chen Xiaobei a chance to catch his breath. It 

continued to command its Spider Army and charged at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Your trump card is the seven demon monarchs of hell!” 
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Seeing that the situation was not good, the dark Dragon Soul no longer kept him in suspense and said 

directly, ” “The demons of hell are most skilled in evil curse-type black magic! Messing with one’s mind, 

snatching one’s qi and blood, refining one’s soul, and grinding one’s spirit! These are their strong 

points!” 

black magic!? 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up and he said excitedly, ” “I remember now! When Tenshou kneeled before the 

Seven Demon Lords, he mentioned that Lucifer was the head dark wizard of hell!” 

“That’s right!” 

The dark Dragon Soul said with certainty,”high-level demons usually know black magic!” The spider silk 

could block physical attacks and poisonous gas, but it could not block invisible curses! And this is our 

winning hand to break the game!” 

“That’s great!” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows in excitement. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

At the same time, the Golden-armored Spider Emperor continued to blast out its peak earth-god level 

golden ethereal force at Chen Xiaobei like an electromagnetic cannon. 

It was obvious that shooting out spider silk that could attack the primordial spirit consumed a lot of 

spiritual power. 

It was because of this that the Golden armored Spider Emperor would only shoot out spider silk when it 

was on defense. And when it attacked, it mainly used true essence to attack the opponent. 

“Woof! Yi …” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei had already found a way to break out of this situation. He did not want to 

continue fighting. He immediately used Ling jiuxiao to retreat to Luo puti’s side. 

“Whoosh …” 

As he retreated, Chen Xiaobei took out the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and released the seven 

infernal Lords. 

Lucifer, Leviathan, Samuel, Mamen, Berier, Beelzebub, and Asmodeus. 

The seven huge demons stood in a line in front of Luo puti like seven small mountains, not allowing the 

enemy to cross half a step! 

“North ancestor? Why did you suddenly summon all of us?” 

The Seven Demon Lords were all confused. However, when they saw the Army of gold armored 

mysterious spiders charging toward them, they understood.”You always want us to participate in the 

battle?” 

“That’s right!” 



“I need you to use your dark magic to drain the mental power of those spiders!” Don’t ask why! Just tell 

me if you can do it or not!” 

“I can! However, black magic requires time to chant …” 

“Furthermore, there are so many enemies. If we want to cover them all in the magic array, I’m afraid it 

will take longer …” Lucifer frowned. 

“How long!” Chen Xiaobei held the blade tightly, ready to rush out and buy himself some time. 

“Ten minutes!” Lucifer said in a deep voice. 

One must know that the high-level magicians of the Western Orthodoxy could cast powerful spells that 

were enough to fight above their level. 

However, as magic required a long time to chant, if they were to fight someone of a higher level, they 

would not even have time to cast their magic. The mages with weak physical bodies would be killed by 

the enemy at close range. 

For this reason, although magic was powerful, there were very few examples of mages winning against 

those of a higher level. 

This was because when experts exchanged blows, victory or defeat could be decided in an instant! 

At this moment, Lucifer actually needed ten minutes. This was absolutely impossible in a normal battle! 

Of course, the longer the spell was chanted, the more powerful the spell would be! 

If the seven demon monarchs were to chant the incantation together for ten minutes, the black magic 

that erupted would naturally be unprecedentedly powerful! 

Even a heaven immortal might not be able to resist it! 

“Good! I’ll buy you ten minutes. When the time is up, I hope you won’t let me down!” 

Chen Xiaobei charged forward with his saber. 

“Don’t worry, North ancestor! We will definitely complete the mission!” 

The Seven Demon Lords were very loyal to Rahu, and naturally, they were also very loyal to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Without saying much, the seven evil demons began to circulate their Zhen Yuan at the same time and 

began to chant an ancient curse. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Seven streams of dark true origin surged out and intertwined above the Seven Demon Lords, slowly 

forming a huge dark hexagram array! 

In an instant, the entire world dimmed as if an ancient evil spirit had descended and ruled the world! 

In fact, this curse originated from the ancient celestial devil and was a powerful curse at the celestial 

immortal level. Once the incantation was successful, the battle would basically be over. 



But now, the only problem was whether Chen Xiaobei could last for ten minutes! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei had already reached the Golden armored Spider Emperor. He forcefully 

slashed three times to stop the Golden armored Army’s attack. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor and the Golden armored mysterious spiders in the front didn’t 

panic at all. 

They spat out spider silk and formed three large nets, successfully blocking the demonic Dragon 

tribulation’s Dragon Air saber Qi. 

Moreover, the spider web that the spider Emperor spat out wrapped around Chen Xiaobei’s body, 

further hindering his movements. 

“What a waste of effort! You have no chance of winning this battle!” 

The blue spider looked at Chen Xiaobei with disdain, not taking him seriously. 

However, the Seven Demon Lords ‘dark array attracted the blue spider’s attention. 

“Ding Ling Ling …” 

The strange Bell rang again, and two groups of gold-armored dark spiders charged out from the two 

sides of the Golden-armored Army. They went around Chen Xiaobei and surrounded the Seven Demon 

Lords! 

“Reincarnation! Zi Yuan!” Chen Xiaobei shouted. 

“Bro bei, don’t worry! We won’t let the enemy get close!” Zi Yuan and the rebirth ghost king charged at 

the enemy from the left and right! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei was still not at ease. He released the infernal spirit Mystic soul from the 

Sumeru space. 

“You two, hurry up and help!” Chen Xiaobei ordered without a word. 

Without a doubt, this was the toughest battle Chen Xiaobei had to face in a while! Although he had a 

way to break out of this situation, he didn’t dare to say that he would definitely win! 

Unlike the Xuanyuan family and the demonic remains, which looked dangerous, Chen Xiaobei had his 

own plans and plans. 

This battle was completely out of Chen Xiaobei’s expectations! Chen Xiaobei had no idea what would 

happen in the next ten minutes! 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to survive these ten minutes, he would have to use all of his trump cards! 

Of course, in order to protect Luo puti, Chen Xiaobei was willing to pay any price! 



“Chen Zhufeng! You really won’t shed tears until you see the coffin!” 

“Right now, right here, you can’t get out of my Five Finger Mountain!” The blue spider sneered. 

“How would you know if you don’t try?” Chen Xiaobei held the saber in one hand and charged forward. 
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 “Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

Chen Xiaobei kept using the Dragon’s edge, controlling the power of each attack to just enough to hurt 

the Golden-armored Spider Emperor. 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could save his energy and force the spider Emperor to use its spider silk to 

defend itself. 

The spider silk had to be shot from the spider Emperor’s tail. The Golden armored mysterious spiders in 

the front row had to stop in order to defend against Chen Xiaobei’s blade. 

This would cause the entire Army to stop, buying them the most time. 

Chen Xiaobei’s goal was to buy time. 

After all, his all-out attack was unable to break through the profound gold spider web’s defense and 

could only delay. 

Fortunately, after Chen Xiaobei had blocked the frontal attack, Zi Yuan, Xuan po, the reborn ghost king, 

and Inferno spirit were guarding the Golden armored Mystic spider’s left and right wings. 

After the previous battle, both Zi Yuan and the rebirth ghost king had learned their lesson. 

He only released his Zhen Yuan to force the gold armored mysterious Spider to form a web and then 

dodged before the web came down. 

In this way, Zi Yuan, the rebirth ghost king, and the infernal Spirit Black soul could maintain their 

firepower output without being trapped by the spider web. 

Although the four demons couldn’t break through the web, the gold-armored darkspider’s wings 

couldn’t push forward either. 

Just like that, the battle entered the stage of white heat. 

The two sides were in a stalemate, like a sharp blade against a strong shield, no one could do anything 

to the other. 

About three minutes later. 

The energy of the peak stomp was exhausted, and the purple-gold dragon scales began to fade away bit 

by bit. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: mid-nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: [ 84250 years, physique: 333.3 

billion, combat power: 333.3 billion, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 
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Chen Xiaobei had to consume another 60000 years of his lifespan to activate stepping on pinnacle for 

the second time! 

It was obvious that although the witch Dragon bloodline was powerful, it also consumed a lot of energy. 

To put it bluntly, this was a war of attrition. 

The blue spider’s goal was to exhaust all of Chen Xiaobei’s power and trump cards in ten minutes. 

Chen Xiaobei’s goal was to exhaust all the gold armored mystique spiders ‘mental power in ten minutes. 

“Clang! Clang …” 

After the second activation of treading on air, Chen Xiaobei purposely slowed down the speed at which 

he swung his sword, trying to conserve as much energy as possible. 

On the blue spiders “side, they also began to reduce the number of times the Golden armored 

mysterious spiders spat out their spider silk. They began to let the front row golden armored mysterious 

spiders be in charge of defense. 

It could be seen that the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s mental strength was also greatly consumed. 

Although it wasn’t completely used up, it still had to save a portion in preparation for a fatal attack. 

At the same time, the gold armored mysterious spiders in the front row were already showing signs of 

mental exhaustion. Each and every one of them was dumbstruck, as if they had lost their souls. 

However, the Golden armored mysterious spider’s greatest advantage was its large number. 

Once the front row was down, the second echelon immediately took over. It was another new wave of 

combat forces with abundant mental power. 

“Chen Zhufeng! I advise you not to waste your time! Seeing how you’re constantly slowing down your 

blade, I can guess that your bloodline ability is about to completely exhaust your life!” 

“And on my side, I only lost 30000 little spiders,” the blue spider grinned. Don’t tell me you still don’t 

admit that you don’t have the slightest chance of winning?” 

The blue spider was indeed an ancient demon. It had a good eye and a lot of experience. It had hit Chen 

Xiaobei’s sore spot. 

Although treading on pinnacle was powerful, after activating it twice, Chen Xiaobei only had 80000 years 

left. He could only activate it once more. 

And behind the blue spider, there were at least 25 million gold armored mysterious spiders with full 

spiritual power. 

If this continued, Chen Xiaobei would definitely lose. Even Zi Yuan’s true Yuan would be exhausted and 

they would lose completely! 

Chen Xiaobei had to come up with a better plan to hold on for the last six minutes. 



“If the odds of winning can explain everything, why would the people of the world still fight? Why fight? 

Just lie down at home and count, if you don’t have a chance to win, just admit defeat, then wouldn’t the 

world be at peace?” 

Chen Xiaobei retorted, but his hands were not idle. He had a secret card hidden in his palm. 

“You won’t shed tears until you see the coffin!” 

The blue spider was full of confidence and sneered disdainfully, ” “When I exhaust all your strength and 

trump cards, I’ll see if you still won’t obediently kneel and beg me for mercy! Beg me to take you in as 

my boy toy!” 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Just a moment ago, Chen Xiaobei had intentionally slowed down the speed of his attack, but now, he 

had attacked twice with lightning speed! 

The first blade blocked a layer of spider web, and the second blade followed, suddenly slashing towards 

the blue spider. 

“Small tricks!” 

The blue spider’s spring eyes turned cold, and it said with disdain, ” “You want to win against me with 

this little trick? It’s simply a hundred days of dreaming!” 

“Whoosh …” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor had been preserving its mental strength the entire time, waiting 

for this crucial moment! 

An even tougher spider web was shot out at an even faster speed. 

Although Chen Xiaobei’s knife changed its speed, allowing the second Qi to bypass the little spider’s 

web, it could not get past the spider Emperor’s web. 

“Clang” 

The situation was exactly the same as before. When the blade Qi struck the spider Emperor’s web, it 

could only offset the power of the web, but not cut it. 

The spider web maintained its form and once again headed toward Chen Xiaobei. 

After the previous battle, Chen Xiaobei’s body was already covered with a lot of spider silk. Although he 

had already cleaned it, it was too sticky and he could not remove it all. 

The spider web was getting sticky and Chen Xiaobei was almost wrapped up like a mummy. 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

However, this time, Chen Xiaobei did not just change the speed of his attack. He had another plan in 

mind! 

As the saying goes, no one would believe you if you shouted for the third time! 



This was not the third time that Chen Xiaobei had been stuck by the spider silk. This time, the blue 

spider did not expect anything to happen. 

“Swish!” 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei’s body had moved from the front of the spider web to the back! 

Not only did he avoid the spider web, but he was also much closer to the blue spider! 

“Whoosh …” 

Before the blue spider could react, Chen Xiaobei had already taken out the secret trump card that he 

had prepared! 

The infinite soul ring appeared in his palm, and ghostly slave Amaterasu was released! 

“Not good!” 

The blue spider’s reaction was already very fast, but Chen Xiaobei’s surprise attack was too fast. It was 

even faster than the blue spider’s reaction! 

earth-shattering Heavenly Star!!! 

The infinite soul ring was a spiritual medium. Before it was released, Tenshou had already had a brief 

conversation with Chen Xiaobei. 

That was why Tenshou had released his primordial spirit attack as soon as he had come out. 

Back in the Western Desert, Chen Xiaobei and Taiyi had been sealed by Tenshou’s primordial spirit 

attack. 

“Whoosh!” 

In an instant, an extremely strange power suddenly erupted! 

From top to bottom, it formed a giant ball to seal the Golden armored Spider Emperor and the blue 

spider! 
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3105 The sky Net demonic silk 

“You little brat! You’re so cunning!” 

The blue spider turned pale with fright, and its originally calm and confident posture was instantly 

broken. 

In its panic, the blue spider used all its strength to jump up, trying to avoid the seal of the earth-

shattering star. 

This was because the blue spider could clearly sense that the earth-shattering star was also a divine 

immortal level primordial spirit attack. If it did not Dodge it, it would be sealed and completely defeated. 
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“Eight desolations quake!” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei did not chase after the blue spider. Instead, he activated the fourth 

Transformation of the witch Dragon nine transformation and increased his combat power by three 

levels. 

“BOOM!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s heavy fist landed on the spider Emperor’s head. 

The blue spider only cared about running for its life and didn’t have time to control the Golden armored 

Spider Emperor. 

The Golden-armored Spider Emperor was like a wooden block, caught off guard by Chen Xiaobei’s 

punch! 

The power of the eight desolation shaking poured into the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s head, 

instantly injuring its brain and central nervous system. 

“Bang …” 

With one punch, the Golden armored Spider Emperor fainted, its huge body falling to the ground. It no 

longer had any consciousness and could not continue fighting. 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei kept the spider Emperor into the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

The verdant Emperor’s divine gourd could store living things, but it could only be stored with the 

consent of the other party or after they had completely lost consciousness. 

Tenshou’s seal on the Golden armored Spider Emperor was a lie. Chen Xiaobei’s real plan was to take 

drastic measures. 

One had to know that sealing the Golden armored Spider Emperor was a huge variable. Who knew if the 

blue spider could break the seal? Furthermore, the seal would consume a lot of Tenshou’s energy. 

In the battle of the utmost Western Desert, the nascent soul of the Amaterasu celestial body had been 

severely injured and could not afford to waste any more energy. 

However, putting the Golden armored Spider Emperor into the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd would 

have a completely different effect. 

Chen Xiaobei and Tenshou would not be exhausted, and the blue spider would not be able to save the 

Golden armored Spider Emperor. 

This way, he would be able to cut off one of the blue spider’s arms with the smallest price! 

“This isn’t because I’m cunning! It’s because you’re too stupid!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “You already knew about my trump cards and skills, but it’s 

all because you were blindly confident and didn’t prepare your defense. Don’t you want your face?” 



you … the blue spider was so angry that it gritted its teeth, but it had nothing to say. 

Her seductive face was filled with intense ferocity. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any more time with the blue spider. Instead, he slashed at her several times. 

Each slash was enhanced by four levels of combat power, and at the same time, it was accompanied by 

the special ability of Nirvana Black Thunder. 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was trying to take down the leader of the gang. He was going to end the 

blue spider’s life while she was panicking after losing her support. 

As long as they could take down the blue spider, this battle didn’t need to continue to the end. 

Of course, this was only the most ideal situation. If the blue spider was so easy to take down, how could 

it be qualified to be called an ancient demon? 

“Heavenly net demon silk!” 

The blue spider leaped high, and several Dragon Air blade Qi rushed up from below, almost blocking all 

her escape angles. 

However, she had no intention of hiding at all! 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, from the belly button of the blue spider, a special spider silk with a blue light shot out! 

These Spider threads were also attached with primordial spirit attacks. Moreover, the quality of the blue 

spider’s primordial spirit attack was far superior to the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s. It had 

probably reached the seven-star heaven immortal level! 

At the same time, these Spider threads were also supported by the vital essence of a peak earth-god, so 

their speed and impact were very strong! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

The Xiang Dragon Saber Qi clashed with the blue spider silk head-on, but it was actually suppressed by 

one end and was forced to retreat. 

The Xiang Dragon Saber Qi had four levels of combat strength and the Nirvana Black Thunder, which 

could weaken the enemy’s strength. It could be said to be the most powerful strike below heaven 

immortal! 

However, the blue spider web could suppress the Xiang Dragon Saber Qi, and even a true heaven 

immortal would be afraid of it. 

One could imagine that this blue spider silk and the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s spider silk were 

already on a completely different level! 



With the addition of a primordial spirit attack of a higher level, the effect was naturally as different as 

heaven and earth! 

“Chen Zhufeng! You actually forced me to use my Natal Sky Net demon silk. I have to admit that you are 

very powerful!” 

The blue spider looked down at Chen Xiaobei, its eyes filled with killing intent. although the sky Net 

demonic silk is powerful, it will greatly damage my vitality. The price I will pay will be to make you beg 

for death! 

“Whoosh …” 

As he spoke, the blue spider’s belly button continued to release blue spider silk! 

Just as she had said, although the sky Net demonic silk was extremely overbearing, every time it was 

released, it would cause great damage to one’s vitality. It would take a long time to recover. 

Now that she had released it, not only did she have to defend against the Xiang Dragon Saber Qi, but she 

also had to use the sky Net demonic silk to take Chen Xiaobei down! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The blue spider silk covered the sky like an inescapable net. Its speed and impact were extremely 

powerful! 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to be careless and quickly dodged. 

However, the range of Ling jiuxiao’s flash was very short, but the blue spider web’s coverage was very 

large. 

At this critical moment, the gold armored dark spiders were still under the control of the blue spider. 

They shot out their spider silk and formed a spider web, surrounding Chen Xiaobei. 

All of a sudden, the blue spider silk was pressing down on Chen Xiaobei, and the black gold spider silk 

was surrounding him from all sides, sealing off all of his escape routes! 

“Whoosh …” 

In this moment of life and death, Chen Xiaobei put Amaterasu back into his infinite soul ring. At the 

same time, he secretly took out another secret card and hid it in his palm. 

“Tsk! So noisy! So …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei was entangled by a strand of blue spider silk, followed by countless 

more. 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei’s entire body was wrapped up like a mummy, leaving only his face 

exposed. 

“What a powerful spider silk …” 



The power of [ treading upon the peak ] had not subsided yet, but Chen Xiaobei could not use any of his 

strength at all. 

Even his true essence was sealed, and his avatar couldn’t leave his physical body. 

In the past, even Zhu Bajie, who had the divine strength, could not break free from the sky Net demonic 

silk of the seven Spider demons in the silk cave! 

Even though the blue spider’s cultivation was not as strong as before, it could still lock Chen Xiaobei 

down with ease. 

“You little brat! What else do you have to say?” 

The blue spider descended from the sky and patted Chen Xiaobei’s cheek. “Now, you are already a toy in 

my palm! You have to do whatever I want you to do!” 

“Is that so?” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were focused, but there was no fear on his face. 
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 “Do you still need to say that?” 

“I’ve fused the Skynet demonic silk into my primordial spirit attack. Even a heaven immortal won’t be 

able to escape if he’s trapped by me!” The blue spider said with a sinister smile. From now on, if I want 

you to live, you will live. If I want you to die, you will die!” 

The blue spider was not trying to scare Chen Xiaobei. 

Just like Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit attack, anyone below the level of a quasi-Saint would have their 

true energy cut off, their nascent souls severely injured, and they would lose their ability to fight. 

Of course, whether it was the sky Net demonic silk or the severing the heavens with a thought, they all 

had to hit the enemy first. 

If the enemy dodged it, it would have no effect and would only be a waste of one’s mental strength. 

However, if the enemy didn’t Dodge it, the battle would basically be over, and there would be no 

suspense. 

“Your primordial spirit attack is very powerful, but mine isn’t weak either!” 

Chen Xiaobei maintained his calm, trying to buy as much time as possible. 

of course, I know that your primordial spirit attack is powerful. Unfortunately, you’ve already been 

entangled by the sky Net demonic silk. Even if you want to use your monstrous abilities, you can’t use 

them at all! 

The blue spider used one of its fingers to caress Chen’s face. It then looked behind and laughed, ” “Your 

helper hasn’t finished casting the spell yet, and your life is already hanging by a thread! Don’t say that I 

don’t feel bad for you! If you want to be my boy toy now, there’s still time!” 

Without a doubt, this was a blatant threat! 
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At the far end of the battlefield, Zi Yuan, the reborn ghost king, Inferno spirit, and Xuan po were still 

struggling to hold on. 

It was not difficult to see that their true Qi had been greatly consumed, and their suppression was not as 

strong as before. The two-winged gold armored mysterious spiders had pushed them forward a dozen 

meters, almost reaching the Seven Demon Lords. 

At the same time, the Seven Demon Lords were still silently chanting curse black magic. It seemed like 

they were about to succeed, but they had not succeeded in the end. 

In this situation, the blue spider could kill Chen Xiaobei at any time if it wanted. 

If Chen Xiaobei died in battle, all the efforts of the four monsters and the Seven Demon Lords would be 

for naught. 

Of course, that was if Chen Xiaobei could buy a little more time! 

The outcome would be completely reversed! 

“You could have won, but you made the biggest mistake!” 

There was no fear on Chen Xiaobei’s face. Instead, he said with a domineering tone, ” “If I were you, I 

wouldn’t waste my breath on Chen Zhufeng. I would kill him with the most vicious method! As long as 

Chen Zhufeng is still alive, he will never be defeated!” 

you … What do you mean by this?! 

The blue spider’s expression froze, its pupils involuntarily contracting. 

He was the one who had Chen Xiaobei’s life in his hands, but he was shocked by Chen Xiaobei’s 

domineering aura. His heart was beating wildly, and he was trembling. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh …” 

The sky Net demonic silk that was wrapped tightly around Chen Xiaobei suddenly had a small crack. 

Immediately after, the small opening suddenly burst open, as if a piece of cloth had been forcibly torn 

apart! 

how … How is this possible?! 

The blue spider was dumbfounded. It couldn’t believe its eyes.”Not even a heaven immortal can tear 

apart my Skynet demon silk! There’s no way you can break free! It’s even more impossible to destroy it 

so easily!” 

“Creak, creak, creak …” 

Not only did the tianluo spider silk crack, but there was also a golden light shuttling through the crack 

rapidly! 

Wherever the golden light passed, the extremely tough Sky Net demonic silk would quickly disappear! 

Of course, things couldn’t just disappear. 



“How could this be … That … That golden light is …” 

The blue spider focused its attention and after careful observation, it suddenly discovered that the sky 

Net spider silk had been eaten by the golden light! 

twelve-winged Golden Cicada! 

The blue spider couldn’t help but scream, and her seductive face instantly turned pale. 

The twelve wings Golden Cicada had the terrifying talent of devouring everything in the six realms in its 

youth! 

Although the Skynet demonic silk was powerful, it could not withstand the twelve-winged Golden 

Cicada’s mouth at all. It was as if it was made of paper and would break upon contact! 

“Yinian! Heaven-severing!” 

While the blue spider was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei’s body and primordial spirit had been freed! 

A fatal blow immediately erupted! 

“I’m finished …” 

The blue spider instantly let out a cry of despair. 

Just a second ago, she was using her fingers to touch Chen Xiaobei’s face! She was still mocking Chen 

Xiaobei, saying that no matter how powerful he was, he would not be able to escape from her! She even 

wanted Chen Xiaobei to take the initiative to be her boy toy. 

Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit attack was launched from a very close distance. No matter how 

powerful she was, she would not be able to Dodge it! Once she was hit, she would be completely in 

Chen Xiaobei’s palm! Chen Xiaobei could play with her however he wanted! 

Life was like this. When people were at their proudest, they would suddenly give a tight slap to the face! 

It would catch people off guard and even make them suffer a crushing defeat! 

“Swish!” 

The next moment, the power of the sky-severing thought penetrated the blue spider’s body. 

“Uh …” 

With a painful wail, the blue spider felt dizzy, its ears were buzzing, and its mind was almost blank. 

Of course, this was because her primordial spirit had been severely injured, causing her entire spirit to 

be on the verge of collapse. 

The immense mental pressure and pain caused her to fall to the ground powerlessly. 

At the same time, his vital essence had been forcibly cut off, and his nascent soul Dharmakaya could not 

leave his physical body. 

In that instant, the blue spider went from having a good card in its hand to a complete defeat! 



“Chen Zhufeng … You … You’re so cunning …” He said. 

The blue spider lay on the ground and said weakly, ” you knew that you could use the twelve-winged 

Golden Cicada to break the profound gold cobweb … But you kept it hidden and pretended that you had 

no way. You were covered in the cobweb … 

you just wanted to numb me and make me think that I would win … So that I would completely let down 

my guard … You even used your own life as bait … To lure me into your trap … 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was not confident that he could win at the beginning of the battle! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had been planning every move! 

Step by step, hiding and enduring, silently completing the plan, in order to accumulate and win in one 

strike! 

Chen Zhufeng … You’re really good … No wonder even chanism can’t beat you … 

The blue spider was already very weak, but its face revealed a cold and sinister smile. “But … Even if you 

beat me, you can’t protect your woman … Quickly look back … Those four demon spirits can’t hold on 

any longer …” 

heh, I’m really suspicious. Are you a Spider or a stupid pig? ” 

I’ve already taken care of you and the golden spider Emperor. Do I still need to chant for the seventh 

Demon Lord’s Black magic for another ten minutes? ” Chen Xiaobei said without turning his head. 

this … the blue spider was instantly speechless, as if it had been struck by lightning. 
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It was just as the blue spider had said. 

At this moment, the vital essence of Zi Yuan and the other three great demons had almost been 

exhausted. Their defense line would probably be completely broken in ten seconds. 

But it was just as Chen Xiaobei had said. 

Originally, the Seven Demon Lords would need ten minutes to cast the curse black magic that was 

effective against all enemies. 

But now, without the blue spider and the Golden armored Spider Emperor, even if the strength of the 

curse black magic was greatly reduced, it was still enough to wipe out the entire field! 

Since that was the case, why would he need to chant for ten minutes? 

“Lucifer! Just do it!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not even look back because everything was under his control. There was no suspense! 

“Yes, sir!” 
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From a distance, the Seven Demon Lords attacked at the same time, chanting the spell of eradication, 

stimulating the power of black magic that was already present! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the blink of an eye, the huge dark hexagram in the sky suddenly exploded like a terrifying volcanic 

eruption, shooting out countless dark and evil forces! 

The dark evil force turned into countless images of demon Warriors in the air and pounced toward the 

golden spider Army. 

This spectacular scene was as if the demonic Army was about to launch an unprecedented epic battle 

with the golden spider Army! 

“So long …” 

The thirty million gold armored mysterious spiders on the ground were all nervous. 

The demonic Army came with a menacing momentum, causing the gold armored mysterious spiders 

that did not have sentience to feel unprecedented pressure. 

Out of self-defense instinct, almost all the gold armored mysterious spiders turned around and raised 

their tails high, shooting out large amounts of mysterious gold spider silk. 

Thirty million gold armored mysterious spiders shot out their spider silk at the same time, forming tens 

of millions of defensive spider webs! They intertwined and connected with each other, enveloping the 

entire battlefield in almost all directions without any blind spots. 

In such a situation, even a strike from a celestial immortal would not be able to hurt the Golden 

armored mysterious Spider that was hiding under the giant net! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

However, those Shadow Demon soldiers weren’t physical at all. They couldn’t even be considered as 

energy bodies! Instead, it was an illusory demonic curse. 

The huge spider web was pierced through by countless Shadow Demon soldiers as if it was nothing. 

The 30 million gold armored mysterious spiders would never have imagined such a situation. 

Moreover, the distance between the demon soldiers and the spider web was very close. The Golden 

armored dark spider could not Dodge in time. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The shadow Demon soldier instantly merged into the body of the gold armored mysterious Spider. 

It did not cause any damage to the gold armored mysterious spider’s body at all. That was because the 

shadow Demon soldiers were not physical and were not made of energy. 

However, as long as the shadow Demon soldier entered its body, the Golden armored mysterious 

spider’s spirit would quickly dissipate. 



His eyes were dazed, his brain short-circuited, and he was extremely tired … 

In just a short moment, the thirty million gold armored mysterious spiders had all fallen into a state of 

weakness and loss of spirit. 

Not to mention fighting, as long as the environment was a little quiet, they could even lie down and 

sleep to death. 

“I’ve been defeated … I’ve been completely defeated …” 

Seeing the scene in front of it, the blue spider let out a cry of despair. Its last will to fight was completely 

extinguished. It fell to the ground, waiting for death. 

Without a doubt, this defeat was a huge blow to the blue spider. 

After all, at the start of the battle, the blue spider thought that it had everything under control. 

With the help of 30 million gold armored mysterious spiders, the blue spiders would even dare to face a 

heaven immortal. 

Even with such a huge advantage, the blue spider could not hurt Chen Xiaobei at all. Not even Luo puti 

and Zi Yuan could hurt him! 

Not only did he fail to kill the enemy, but the blue spider was also captured by Chen Xiaobei! 

Strictly speaking, even the Golden armored Spider Emperor and the 30 million Xuan Spider Army had 

been captured alive by Chen Xiaobei! 

This kind of defeat was like losing to a bare-handed person with Shen equipment. It was a complete 

defeat without any action! 

To the blue spider, this was a huge humiliation! 

Furthermore, it was obvious that these thirty million gold armored mysterious spiders were the blue 

spider’s strongest trump card! 

This trump card was destroyed by the blue spider just like that. It was likely that many of her master’s 

plans would be ruined! 

This kind of ending made the blue spider extremely remorseful, to the point that it even wanted to die. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste any more time with the blue spider. He locked her up in the spirit-

condensing space. 

After all, she had been injured by the heaven severing thought and would not be able to recover in a 

short time. 

When Chen Xiaobei returned to bei Xuan faction, he would transfer her cultivation to the members of 

bei Xuan faction. 



At this point, Lu Yue and his five disciples, the four generals of the mo family, the purple gold flower Fox 

ferret, Hua Tuo, blue spider, and Lord Chi Ling were all trapped in the spirit condensation space. 

Even though it had been a long time, Chen Xiaobei did not forget that Lord scorching heat had lost his 

mind after eating the enemy’s Fang longqi’s dog food. 

However, Chen Xiaobei still needed Fang longqi to investigate the seven forbidden grounds, so he did 

not go after him. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei killed Fang longqi, Lord scorching heat would lose its master and regain its 

freedom. 

Coincidentally, Chen Xiaobei’s next destination was the endless Dead Sea. By then, he would meet Fang 

longqi and settle this grudge. 

What Chen Xiaobei needed to do now was to clean up the battlefield. 

Before he locked the blue spider up, Chen Xiaobei had already removed her ring and storage bracelet. 

The magic bell was a peak earth-god instrument. It was a supplementary tool used to control bugs, 

especially spiders. 

“On earth, spiders are divided into arthropods!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the string of bells in his hand and mumbled to himself, ” “However, the earth 

immortal realm and the heaven immortal realm don’t study science, so all non-human animals are 

collectively called demon beasts! They are further divided into beasts, birds, water, and insects!” 

“Spiders and scorpions are all insects! And this string of magical bells was specially used to control 

insects! It’s a pity that I don’t know any control techniques, so I’m afraid I can’t maximize the effect …” 

I might as well refine it directly. With the resources from the three million people of the tianzhao sect, 

the heaven and earth spiritual aura I’ve obtained can basically raise the witch Dragon heavenly flame to 

the nine-star earth-god level. It can also play a miraculous role at a critical moment! 

Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace and threw the string of bells into it. 

As for the blue spider’s storage bracelet, he was not surprised. 

Most of the reincarnated ancient Celestials were poor. They only had around 20 million upper-grade 

spiritual stones, which was not even enough for Chen Xiaobei to fill the gaps between his teeth. 

Other than that, there were only a few healing pills left. They were not of high quality, and Chen Xiaobei 

threw them into the heaven and earth furnace. 

But in the end, there was one very special thing that caught Chen Xiaobei’s attention! 
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It was a black metal centipede. The carving was extremely detailed and lifelike. 

But strangely, when Chen Xiaobei tried to communicate with his spirit, there was no response. 
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how could such an exquisite metal centipede be an ordinary thing? ” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and thought, ” “No! There must be a hidden secret behind this, 

otherwise, the blue spider wouldn’t have kept it on its body!” 

Since spiritual communication was not working, Chen Xiaobei used his golden gaze fiery eyes to observe 

and even used his primordial spirit realm to sense. 

However, they did not find anything special about the black centipede. 

forget it, I’ll keep it first … Dealing with these golden armored mysterious spiders is the most important 

thing now! 

Chen Xiaobei quickly activated the merit points book and exchanged for 30 million pieces of high-grade 

heavenly dog biscuit. 

[you have successfully exchanged for a merit reward!] Thirty million merit points were deducted! 

[your current merit points are 88.47 billion.(Charm: 8.84 billion, luck: 8.84 billion! 

Originally, these gold armored mysterious spiders had already reconciled with Chen Xiaobei. When they 

woke up, they would not be Chen Xiaobei’s enemy. 

So, Chen Xiaobei did not intend to control them at first. 

But! 

The blue spider was not alone, she had six sisters! 

If these thirty million gold armored mysterious spiders were to fall into the hands of the blue spider 

sisters, it would be equivalent to a super powerful force comparable to a three-star defensive heaven 

immortal artifact. 

How could Chen Xiaobei be at ease if his enemy had such power? 

The only solution was for Chen Xiaobei to take in all of the gold-armored mystique spiders as his loyal 

dogs and keep this trump card in his hands! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei released 10000 demonic mayfly crows and ordered them to feed each of the spiders the 

high-grade heavenly dog biscuit. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei released the unconscious Golden Spider Emperor. 

This big demon was at the peak of the earth immortal level, so high-level heavenly court dog food was 

naturally useless. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had already learned the demonic god tribulation curse, so he did not have to worry 

about it. 

“Swish!” 

The curse circulated, pouring a mysterious curse power into the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s body. 



In the following period of time, all 30 million gold-armored dark spiders had recognized their Masters. 

They were kept into the verdant Emperor divine gourd and placed on bloodspring planet, temporarily 

living together with the demons. 

As for the Golden armored Spider Emperor, it only woke up a bit later. 

“Um … What happened just now …” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor looked around in a daze, completely forgetting what had just 

happened,”There seems to be a great battle here … Where are my 30 million tribesmen? How come 

none of them are here?” 

“You are already under my control!” 

calm down! Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” calm down and try to feel it. You should be able to sense that 

there is an extra seed of the devil curse in your primordial spirit! If you have the slightest intention to kill 

me or rebel, your soul will be destroyed immediately! I’m not joking!” 

“This …” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor had just woken up and upon hearing such news, it was as if it had 

been struck by lightning, almost having a mental breakdown! 

However, it was a powerful demonic beast after all. It forced itself to calm down and sensed the seed of 

the curse that Chen Xiaobei had mentioned! 

It was a mysterious and evil curse power that had already penetrated the body and the nascent soul, 

lingering around the soul of the Golden armored Spider Emperor. If there was any movement, it would 

make the Golden armored Spider Emperor’s soul dissipate! 

didn’t we promise not to offend each other? why are you doing this to me? ” the Golden-armored 

Spider Emperor tried its best to control its anger. It did not dare to offend Chen Xiaobei. 

“I’m not an unreasonable person!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Just now, you were controlled by my enemy 

and almost killed me! Your clansmen can bear witness to this!” 

“That’s your people’s fault … Not mine! “You’re controlling me, what’s going on …” The Golden armored 

Spider Emperor was about to die from depression. 

I’m sorry! Chen Xiaobei said, ” you may have reconciled with me, but you can’t protect your heart in 

front of my enemies! If more enemies come, you’ll definitely be controlled again!” 

“If I don’t control you first, you will only be used by the enemy! Once or twice, I might be able to keep 

you from dying! But as time passed, one of them would die! Is this what you want to see?” 

this … the Golden armored Spider Emperor was instantly speechless. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, the battle just now was only the beginning. 

In the future, if a similar battle were to break out again, the thirty million gold armored mysterious 

spiders would definitely suffer heavy casualties! If they really killed until their eyes turned red, the 

Golden armored Spider Emperor would die without a doubt! 



More importantly, in a battle like this, it would always be Chen Xiaobei and the Golden-armored Spider 

Emperor that would be injured while the enemy would be able to reap the benefits without getting hurt. 

This was obviously a very stupid choice! 

On the other hand, if the Golden armored Spider Emperor was under Chen Xiaobei’s control, they would 

not be used by the enemy. Although they would lose some freedom, it would also give them the 

greatest amount of safety. 

Unless the Golden armored Spider Emperor was tired of living, this was definitely the best choice! 

don’t worry. Although I have you under my control, I promise that I will treat you well! 

I’ve already moved your people to a place with abundant spiritual Qi. It’s better than staying in this 

wasteland with thin spiritual Qi. What do you think? ” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Abundant … Spiritual energy? Are you telling the truth?” 

When the Golden armored Spider Emperor heard this, its eyes instantly brightened and it said with 

extreme excitement, for trillions of years, our entire tribe has been living here, relying on the thin 

spiritual energy to survive! 

“If we can go to a place with abundant spiritual Qi to live, the growth of our people will definitely take a 

qualitative leap! I’ve even already faced the heavenly Tribulation and ascended to the heavenly realm!” 

Without a doubt, the Golden armored Spider Emperor was extremely thirsty for Ling energy. 

It was like a person dying of thirst in the desert, dreaming of a water source. 

Chen Xiaobei had tried to reason with the Golden-armored Spider Emperor, but none of them were as 

convincing as the word ‘spiritual Qi’! 

As soon as these two words came out, the Golden armored Spider Emperor made up its mind.”This 

young master! I’m willing to follow you! As long as you can guarantee that my tribesmen and I will have 

an abundance of spiritual energy!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

as long as you’re loyal to me, I’ll ensure that you have sufficient spiritual Qi. I can even help you ascend 

to heaven! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“It’s a deal!” The Golden-armored Spider Emperor was so excited that it transformed into its human 

form and knelt down in front of Chen Xiaobei to show its loyalty. 

This golden armored Spider Emperor’s human form was a burly and dignified middle-aged man. His 

golden armor was domineering and had the aura of a war god. 

This time, he was completely under Chen Xiaobei’s command! 

“Get up!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and took out the black centipede. “Come over and help me see what this is!” 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3109: life-demanding heavenly centipede 

 “This …” 

When the Golden armored Spider Emperor saw the black metal centipede, its face was filled with shock 

and fear,”This is the ‘life-demanding heavenly spirit’! Hurry! Young master, quickly throw it away!” 

“Life-demanding heavenly centipede?” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned. Before he could throw it away, something happened. 

“Whoosh …” 

The centipede, which looked like it was made of metal, suddenly turned into liquid and merged into 

Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

Then, a black centipede pattern appeared on Chen Xiaobei’s palm! 

The scarier thing was that the thousand legs of the centipede suddenly grew longer and spread out in all 

directions. In the blink of an eye, they covered Chen Xiaobei’s entire palm and were still spreading. 

“This is a type of poison? It doesn’t look like it … The ancestral curse doesn’t look like it either … Ah …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s medical skills were extraordinary, but he could not figure out what the centipede tattoo 

was. 

At the same time, his entire arm began to feel a piercing pain. 

That feeling was like being bitten by countless insects, tearing his skin and flesh bit by bit, crushing his 

bones and bones bit by bit, and even his bone marrow was being absorbed without a drop left! 

“Young master! Quickly cut off this arm! Hurry up …” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor didn’t have time to explain and screamed in alarm,”Otherwise, the 

celestial Phoenix’s thousand feet will spread all over your body, and you will turn into a piece of metal! 

Your soul will also be permanently sealed! Even the gods can’t save you!” 

“Cut off the left arm? Don’t …” 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth. Even though the pain was excruciating, his strong state of mind allowed 

him to remain calm. 

“Whoosh …” 

He immediately injected his true core strength into the Yin Yang life and death Ring in exchange for a 

stream of life force. 

The Yin Yang life and death Ring couldn’t detoxify the poison, but the life force it provided could quickly 

regenerate the damaged body tissues and keep them alive, thus resisting further damage from external 

forces. 

“Phew …” 
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Chen Xiaobei steadied the spreading of the giant centipede and asked, ” “Tell me clearly … What exactly 

is this life-demanding heavenly centipede …” He said. 

“Yes!” 

The Golden-armored Spider Emperor gulped. It did not expect Chen Xiaobei to have such a trick up his 

sleeve. this life-demanding heavenly centipede is a sacred object of the black blood Fiend Phoenix race! 

“Legend has it that every three thousand years, a mutant black blood Sky Phoenix will appear among the 

black blood Fiend tribe! From the moment they are born, these black blood Pheasants have to feed on 

extremely poisonous things!” 

“After many years, the black blood Sky Phoenix’s body will be filled with poison! Their venomous fangs, 

claws, and tails can kill a peak earth immortal realm warrior instantly!” 

“However, the most powerful part is their poisonous blood!” 

“Black blood Sky centipedes often abandon their physical bodies after they reach the nascent Soul 

Stage,” the Golden-armored Spider Emperor said in a deep voice.”They’ll refine their centipede bodies 

into poisonous magic treasures. And refine the black blood into the life-demanding heavenly 

centipede!” 

“Just as young master can see! This life-demanding heavenly centipede was actually condensed from 

black blood. Not only did it contain an extremely strong Poison, but it also had the essence soul attack of 

the black blood heavenly centipede! That’s why it’s like a curse and extremely evil!” 

“The poisoned person’s flesh and blood will be infected by the black blood and solidify into a black 

metal! Furthermore, the soul will be sealed by the black blood Sky Phoenix’s primordial spirit attack and 

will never be able to escape from the body!” 

The Golden armored Spider Emperor took a deep breath and said nervously,”In other words, young 

master, you’ve not only been poisoned, but you’ve also been attacked by an incurable primordial spirit! I 

have to cut off the arm that is being spread by the centipede to save my life!” 

“Uh …” 

Chen Xiaobei clenched his teeth, his eyes filled with anxiety. 

If it was just poison, Chen Xiaobei would have found a way to cure it, but he was hit by a primordial 

spirit attack! 

According to the Golden armored Spider Emperor, even if the poison could be removed, but once the 

Big Dipper thousand feet spread to the Qi sea dantian, the Yuanying and Dharmakaya would be sealed. 

What was the difference between this and a cripple? 

is bro bei really going to cut off his own arm? ” Zi Yuan, the four great demon spirits, and the Seven 

Demon Lords were all stunned on the spot, their faces full of worry. There was nothing they could do. 

“It’s fine if you don’t want to lose your arm! Return our sister!” 

At this moment, two figures, one green and one green, arrived at the scene at an extremely fast speed. 



[ ding! Reincarnated ancient immortal green spider discovered! ] 

[ ding! Discovered reincarnated ancient immortal green spider! ] 

[ green spider, green spider: the fifth and sixth brothers of the seven Spider demons in the silk cave-

They once used the beauty trap to capture Zhu Bajie alive, and then captured Tang Sanzang alive! ] His 

cultivation wasn’t weak, and he was extremely scheming! 

[ cause of death: killed by Sun Wukong with the Ruyi Jingu staff! ] 

no wonder I wasn’t poisoned when I was observing the black centipede at the beginning. It turns out 

that you guys were controlling it in the dark … 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were fixed on the two women who were reincarnated from Spider demons. 

Chen Xiaobei had been observing the life-saving scale for a long time, but nothing had happened. 

But when he took out the life-demanding scale for the second time, the black metal centipede suddenly 

liquefied and merged into Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

From this, it could be seen that the green and blue spiders had just arrived at the scene. 

“Chen Zhufeng, you’ve already subdued the gold armored mysterious Spider Army, and we’re not strong 

enough to fight you! It’s a pity that your curiosity killed you!” 

The green spider’s eyes were flirtatious, but her smile was extremely sinister. 

“Am I dead? How come I didn’t know about it?” 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth and endured the pain. He had no intention of giving in. 

“Chen Zhufeng, you’re really tough!” 

The green spider’s Red lips were like cherry blossoms, but her tone was eerie and strange.”It’s a pity 

that your Zhen Yuan will run out sooner or later, and the Yin Yang life and death Ring will stop supplying 

you with life force! No matter how hard your bones are, they’ll still be corroded by the poison!” 

“You guys are that confident?” 

Chen Xiaobei clenched the Dragon’s edge in his right hand and said, ” “As long as I cut off one of my 

arms, I will definitely use your lives to bury it with me!” 

“Heh, you’re really naive!” The green spider laughed disdainfully,”we can all release the sky Net 

demonic silk. Do you think you can kill the two of us by yourself?” You’re just daydreaming!” 

hehehe … the green spider laughed coldly. It took out a string of magical bells and said teasingly, ” “In 

order to cooperate with you by cutting off your own arm, I’ll first cripple one of your helpers!” 

Clearly, the blue spider’s target was the Golden armored Spider Emperor! 

Even though the demon God tribulation curse had been planted in the Golden armored Spider 

Emperor’s body, he had not lost his heart! 



As long as its heart was still there, it would be controlled by the green spider. If it wanted to kill Chen 

Xiaobei, the Golden-armored Spider Emperor’s soul would be destroyed. 

The green spider’s tactic of using Chen Xiaobei’s knife to kill Chen Xiaobei’s people was the most vicious 

of all! 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to let go of the demonic Dragon’s edge. He took out the verdant 

Emperor divine gourd and put the Golden-armored Spider Emperor into it. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, the green spider saw an opportunity and directly shot out a spider silk, aiming at the 

Dragon’s edge! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3110 

3110 Heavenly vein awakens 

It had to be said that the spider demons were very cunning! 

Moreover, these two Spider demons were sisters, and their cooperation was quite tacit. They didn’t 

even need to communicate with words and could directly complete such seamless cooperation! 

The green spider was forcing Chen Xiaobei, whose left arm was poisoned, to release the demonic 

Dragon’s edge and retrieve the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd to save the Golden-armored Spider 

Emperor. 

The green spider seized the opportunity and shot out spider silk from its belly button, trying to snatch 

the Dragon’s edge. 

Once the Dragon’s edge fell into the hands of the green spider, Chen Xiaobei would be defeated. 

“Shit …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s consciousness had already come back to him. He knew what the enemy was going to do. 

However, the enemy’s cooperation was flawless. Chen Xiaobei could react to it but he could not keep up 

with his speed. 

Even if he wanted to throw away the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd to save the Tribulation of the 

demonic Dragon, it was too late. 

Could it be that the defeat was already set in stone? 

Chen Xiaobei really could not think of any other way. He could only watch as the green spider’s silk shot 

towards the Dragon’s edge. 

At the same time, Zi Yuan, Inferno spirit, Xuan po, and the rebirth ghost king all revealed expressions of 

extreme despair. 
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A moment ago, when Chen Xiaobei was possessed by the life-demanding heavenly centipede, the four 

great demons had already felt that they had no chance of winning. 

At this moment, the Tribulation of the demonic Dragon was about to fall into the hands of the enemy. 

The four great demons ‘last glimmer of hope was completely extinguished. 

Once the Dragon’s edge was lost, Chen Xiaobei would die! 

The four demonic beasts ‘ethereal force had almost been exhausted. If Chen Xiaobei died, none of them 

would be able to escape! 

Despair! The most extreme despair had completely enveloped them, and they couldn’t see any chance 

of turning things around! 

“Woof!” 

However, just as the Dragon’s edge was about to be taken away … 

A ray of golden light shot out like a bolt of lightning and knocked the spider silk away before the 

demonic Dragon tribulation could be taken away. 

Of course, this was just ordinary spider silk, not the sky Net demonic silk that would greatly damage the 

spider Essence’s vitality. 

Therefore, the golden light exploded with a battle prowess that was even stronger than the spider silk, 

directly sending the spider silk flying, and dissolving the seamless cooperation of the blue and green 

spiders. 

“Who is it? You dare to meddle in other people’s business!” 

The green spider and the blue spider were both startled. After advancing, their faces revealed an 

expression of anger and hatred. Their eyes were fixed on a golden figure that was flying over at high 

speed. 

Bodhi!? 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei turned around and saw that the Golden figure was like a god who had 

descended to the mortal world, landing beside him! 

That’s right! 

It was Luo puti! 

The Luo puti who had received the inheritance of the Saint Duke Empress! 

Her appearance was exquisite beyond compare. Her black hair fluttered in the wind, and the curves of 

her delicate body were graceful. Under the sacred golden divine light, she could actually emit a high and 

mighty aura! 

She was like the golden light saintess in the nine Heavens, who could only be looked up to by all living 

beings and not be blasphemed! 



What was even more unbelievable was that this golden light was not of the gold attribute. It did not 

even have the slightest bit of yang attribute! 

The mysterious aura made it impossible for people to distinguish its attributes. They could only feel a 

sense of nobility and holiness that transcended all living things! 

But then again, although this golden light was extremely mysterious, the spiritual energy fluctuation it 

emitted was only at the level of a peak earth-god. 

The green spider was naturally disdainful and said fiercely, ” “We were so close to finishing Chen 

Zhufeng off! You, woman, actually dare to meddle in this, you’re simply courting death!” 

The green spider also laughed sinisterly,”You’re just a peak earth level deity. Don’t even think about 

saving Chen Zhufeng from us! On the contrary, you’ll only bring a fatal disaster upon yourself!” 

Obviously, the green and blue spiders did not see the mystery of Luo puti’s golden divine light. 

In terms of cultivation, both the green spider and the green spider had the sky Net demonic silk in their 

hands. They could not lose to Luo puti in a one-on-one battle. There was no reason for them to lose in a 

two-on-one battle! 

Subhuti … Run … You’re no match for them … 

In fact, even Chen Xiaobei could not tell what was so special about the Golden divine light on Luo puti’s 

body. From what he could see, Luo puti’s only choice was to run away. Otherwise, she would die! 

Xiaobei, don’t worry! 

Luo puti reached out her hand and supported Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, a stream of golden divine light was injected into Chen Xiaobei’s body from Luo puti’s 

hand. 

huh?! 

Chen Xiaobei’s face changed, and his dark eyes were filled with shock. “This … This is …” 

not only did I inherit all of Saint Duke’s power, ” Luo puti said calmly. I also completed the ultimate 

awakening of Saint Duke’s heavenly bloodline! What you’ve felt is a heavenstring ability!” 

that’s amazing … Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. 

“What’s going on? What did that woman do to Chen Zhufeng?” 

The green and blue spiders weren’t fools. Seeing that the situation wasn’t quite right, they immediately 

launched a fierce attack.”No matter what that woman is doing, we must stop her! As long as we can 

take care of her, Chen Zhufeng will never be able to escape!” 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

The green and blue spiders were very decisive. They pushed their Zhen Yuan to the extreme and went to 

grab Luo Yang’s bag. 



“Subhuti … Are you confident?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Don’t worry! Saint Duke’s heavenly lineage has more than one ability!” 

Luo puti’s eyes narrowed and said, ” “You protected me just now. Now, it’s my turn to protect you!” 

okay … Chen Xiaobei nodded. He had absolute trust in Luo puti. He even put away the verdant 

Emperor’s divine gourd and the demonic Dragon’s edge! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei stopped paying attention to the battle. He took out a large number of silver 

needles with his right hand and began to perform acupuncture on his left hand to remove the poison, 

forcing the poisoned blood out of his body. 

“Swish!” 

At the same time, Luo puti’s golden divine light suddenly burst out. Her whole body rushed out like a 

Lightning Phantom. Her speed was far faster than that of an ordinary peak earth immortal! 

what … What kind of speed is that?! 

The green spider and the green spider were shocked. They had never expected that Luo puti, who was 

also a peak earth immortal, would be 50% faster than them! It was equivalent to the difference of two 

small realms! 

This was not a joke! 

“Bang! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

In that instant, before the green spider could figure out what had happened, it felt a terrible pain. 

There was a loud explosion as the Golden divine light struck the green spider’s chest. 

Then, there was the sound of a sharp blade. The golden light exploded into countless golden blades on 

the green spider’s chest! 

Not only were these blades extremely fast, even their strength was 50% higher than the green spider’s! 

If one’s strength far exceeded one’s physical body, there would only be one outcome! 

The green spider was cut into a thousand pieces, and its body was instantly turned into minced meat! 


